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BREAKFAST & AWARDS FOR GRADUATING SENIORS-The Commons 
SESSION I 
Presentation - Franz Hall 018 
Faculty Sponsor: Hillary Merk 
''The Student Teaching Experience: Early Child hood and Elementary." School of 
Education seniors will discuss and display materials from their student teaching 
experiences in early childhood and elementary classrooms. 
Presentation - Franz Hall 217 
English Senior Capstone Papers 
Faculty Sponsor: Herman Asarnow 
"Three Grains of Corn and the Fragments of Plenty: The Written Language of Hunger 
as Political Rhetoric." Presented by Danielle Jolicoeur. 
"Mark Twain's progressivist beginnings: a look at the documented 'Chinese Other' 
and consequential writings of Imperialism." Presented by Andrea Wujek. 
"Portrait of the Artist as a Young Self-Portrait: How Alison Bechdel Creates Truth in 
Fun Home:A Family Tragicomic." Presented by Avi Saban. 
Presentation - Buckley Center 314 
Faculty Sponsors: Steven Kol mes, Russ Butkus 
"Sustainability on the River Campus." A powerpoint presentation dealing with vari-
ous aspects of the River Campus that relate to sustainability such as bioswales, a 
native-vegetation greenway, and salmon habitat restoration. Presented by Ally Nauer, 
Joseph Hanson-Hirt, Adam Goodwin, Mary Dinsmore, Kyle Hill, and Ingrid Hannan. 
Presentation - Franz Hall 214 
Faculty Sponsor:Ami Ahern-Rindell 
"Student Zoo Presentations." Presented by Hailey Short, Claire James, Emily Sorenson, 
Stephanie Lally, Renee Serell, and Lisa Pearson. 
Presentation - Franz Hall 026 
Faculty Sponsor: Kate Regan 
''Local Going Global: UP Foreign Languages Study Abroad Programs."The Foreign 
Languages department. together with the Office of Study Abroad, offers exciting liv-
ing and study experiences in Austria, Germany, France, Spain, and Latin America. 
Foreign Languages majors who have studied overseas will share exciting stories of 
their experiences as global citizens. 
Presention - Franz Hall 034 
Faculty Sponsor: Rich Christen 
"The StudentTeaching Experience: Middle Schools and High Schools."School of 
Education seniors discuss and display materials from their teaching experiences in 
middle and high schools. 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Philosophy 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Theology 
College of Arts and Sciences 
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Presentation - Franz· Ha/1205 
Faculty Sponsors: Jim Baillie,Alejandro Santana,Caery Evangelist 
"Can Leibniz be a Compatibilist about Free Will?"This presentation will examine 
Leibniz's claim to compatibility of free will and determinism and show that Leibniz 
does not fit the usual conception of a compatibilist, nor does he establish his own 
reasonable type of compatibilism. While Leibniz's goal was to have a compatibilst con-
cept of free w ill, he makes it impossible for himself. Presented by Kelley D'.A.grosa. 
"A Moral Tension Between Libertarianism and Welfare Liberalism."There has always 
been a moral tension between welfare libera lism and libertarianism. This presenta-
tion will analyze where this tension comes from and possibilities as to how it can be 
resolved. Presented by Erik Thorsnes. 
"Contextualizing Cartesian Certainty: Manufacturing Knowledge Out of Insecurity." 
Presenting the argument that the Scientific Revolution was not solely a revolution of 
new scientific ideas, but most significantly a revolution of epistemology, a change 
largely stimulated by Descartes. Presented by Amanda Mosher. 
Presentation - Franz Hall 038 
Faculty Sponsor: Michael Cameron 
" lrenaeus of Lyon on Biblical Interpretation." Articulating the theology of scripture in 
lrenaeus of Lyon, a late second-century Christian Bishop. Exploring how this theology 
both affected and was a product of its time period. The concepts of justification 
through apostolic teaching, considerations of the canon of scripture, cohesiveness of 
the Old and New Testament, and his theology-of-salvation history will be discussed. 
Special attention is given to concepts that lrenaeus derived from Greco-Roman rhetoric, 
and how he adapted them to the Early Christian context. Presented by Matthew Cuda. 
Presentation - Franz Hall 006 
Faculty Sponsors:Joe Gallegos,Anissa Rogers, Catherine Beckett 
"Relational World-View Model."Working with Native American Communities using 
the Relational World-View Model (RWVM}, the Native American Youth and Family Center 
(NAVA) serves self-identified Native Americans and Alaska Natives in the Portland 
metropolitan area. Using the RWVM as a best-practice service delivery model, NAVA 
Family Center is able to assess and engage clients in a cultural ly relevant way. The 
RWVM is a best-practice/practice-based evidence model developed by the National 
Indian Child Welfare Association to work with Native American/Alaska Native com-
munities in a way that reflects their traditional thought process and world-view per-
spectives. Unlike many evidence-based theories and perspectives, the RWVM is holistic 
and non-linear. Using the RWVM, clients are empowered through self-determination 
and through easily recognizable strengths. Presented by Ava Hansen-Dyer. 
"Social Work Workforce Shortage: The Burden of Student-Loan Debt."The threat of a 
workforce shortage exists in the field of social work, on the local and national level, 
due in part to the rising costs of education. Social work professionals must be trained 
to identify and meet the needs of individuals, families, and communities, helping 
people to better function in their environments. These professionals obtain the nec-
essary knowledge, values, skills, and supervised experience for competent practice in 
accredited social work programs. However, as costs of pursuing higher education rise, 
graduating social workers enter low-paying fie lds with unmanageable student-loan 
debt, thereby fueling this workforce shortage. Presented by Emily Noack. 
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"Collaborative Problem Solving Model as Applied to Day and After-School Programs." 
Collaborative problem solving is a therapy model, which has found great success 
when used to help treat clients with behavioral and psychological problems. The 
model was first presented in a book titled "The Explosive Child" by Dr. Ross Greene 
and is currently being integrated into programs that treat explosive children all over 
the country. The presentation will focus on Lifework's NW Young Children's Day 
Treatment program and Extended-Day Treatment Program, and will describe how 
this agency has switched from a psychodynamic approach to the collaborative problem-
solving model over the past year. The presenters will describe the basic tenets of the 
model, decision-making process to switch models, its implementation, and the cur-
rent state of progress as the program continues to adjust. Presented by Natalie 
Fennimore and Maria Morales. 
"Art Therapy and its Effects on the Elderly." Therapy groups are a common form of 
social work intervention. The presenters explore a program specially suited for 
dementia patients at the Marie Smith Center. The intervention has both cognitive 
and behavioral benefits for the recipient. The Marie Smith Center is a facility of the 
Providence Health System and has served the North Portland elderly community for 
many years. Presented by Brittney Callahan. 
"School-Based Mentoring."This is an overview of a grant proposal to secure enough 
funds t o help finance a school-based mentoring program for ten at-risk youths at a 
Title 1 school located in the North Portland area. The proposed program would run 
during a twelve-month period, with volunteers filling the role of mentors. This pres-
entation will provide a discussion of the grant and the program. Presented by 
Shannon Mackey. 
"Midwifery and Solidarity: A Model for Empowering and Educating At-Risk Pregnant 
Women."This presentation will propose an alternative method for supporting at-risk 
pregnant women. The midwifery model teaches women to value their bodies and 
the process of pregnancy, while allowing for a midwife or doula to provide intensive 
case management service. Presented by Hannah Reed. 
Presentation - Franz Ha/1223 
Faculty Sponsors: Bob Duff, Matt Baasten 
"Stay-at-Home Moms Versus Working Women."This panel will discuss the question, 
"How does the media portray women in society today?" comparing old stereotypes 
with those of today. Presented by Kelsey Davis.Alli Matt.Joe Coulter, Kyle Bunch, and 
Chelsea Tuck. 
Presentat ion - Franz Ha/1206 
Faculty Sponsor: Bohn Lattin 
"Parliamentary Debate Demonstration."The University of Portland Speech and 
Debate team will hold a Parliamentary debate demonstration. Presented by Amber 
Larson, Megan Osborne, Halina Lukoskie, Vince Purchase, and Thai Nguyen. 
Presentation - Buckley Center 163 
Faculty Sponsors: Steven Taylor, William Curtis 
"POL 292A College MockTrial."Through engaging in trial simulations in competit ion 
with teams from other institutions, mock trial students develop critical thinking and 
public speaking skills, as well as a knowledge of legal practices and procedures. 
Students are required to portray both attorneys and witnesses for the trial, and must 
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be prep;ired to argue both sides of the selected case during competition. This year's 
national case is Walton v. Blitz News Network, a civi l defamation claim. The plaintiff. 
Drew Walton, alleges that his reputation was severely damaged by t he defendant's 
live television news story that blamed him for the shooting of a gun-control expert 
following a political debate. Blitz argues that its story was truthful and that its 
broadcast fol lowed the standards for responsible journalism. The demonstration tria l 
will be an abbreviated version of that used in competition. It will include opening 
statements, the direct and cross examination of two w itnesses, and closing argu-
ments. Presented by Kathya Acuna,Jennifer Baker, Eliott Boswell, Matthew Clark, 
Kevin Duffy-Greaves, Kim Keating, Chris Landtiser, Lauren Mehrtens, Alex Risinger, 
Maddie Sweet. Jocelyn Winkler, Ben Wolverton, and Michael Yeabsley. 
Presentation - Franz Ha/1231 
Faculty Sponsors: Bob Duff. Matt Baasten 
"The Changing Dynamics of Marriage." Have the dynamics of marriage changed? Will 
this lead t o bliss and happiness or to unrest and frustration? Presented by Joe 
Broderick, Matt Leinweber, Patrick Jurney, and Brandon Knapp. 
Presentation - Buckley Center Auditorium 
Faculty Sponsor:Casey Shillam 
"Family Presence During Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation {CPR}." A review of the litera-
ture about family presence during cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). The presen-
ters identify the benefits and concerns of family presence and state that the imple-
mentation of a family presence program will enhance the family's coping experience 
during the traumatic event. Presented by Charlie Reinholdt, Kristi Castellano, Trisha 
Pickles-Gross and Ariel Petitmermet. 
Presentation - Buckley Auditorium 
Faculty Sponsor: Marie Napolitano 
"Community Health Immersion in Ecuador.HThis presentation is about the students· 
experience in Ecuador with Professor Marie Napolitano. A grant was received from 
the Susan G. Komen Foundation for the students t o learn about breast health educa-
tion in the indigenous populations of Ecuador. They observed and participated in 
community health clinicals wit h nursing students at the partner university, 
Universidad Catholica del Ecuador and learned about the Ecuadorian healthcare sys-
tem. Presented by Arielle LeVeaux,Julie Robak, WhitneyWeyhing. Courtney Gulosh, 
Katie Schaub, and Justus Green. 
Presentation - Franz Hall 025 
Faculty Sponsor: Brian Adams 
"University of Portland Investment Association." A description of what the University 
of Portland Investment Association does throughout the school year, as well as a year 
in review of performance and events. Presented by Doug Pederson and Kelly Nemecek. 
Presentation - Buckley Center 310 
Faculty Sponsor: Rev.Jim lies, C.S.C. 
"Social Justice Leadership."This is a presentation by the members of the Social 
Justice Leadership course. The students will discuss their learning and experience 
with regard to leadership, and some of them wil l reflect on their respective experi-
ences in a practicum context. 
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Engineering Project Presentations - Shiley Hall 249 
Faculty Sponsor:Andrew Nuxoll 
"Digital Thermostat," Electrical Engineering. Presented by Shawn Patterson, Kyle 
Woodard, and Chris Wong. Industry Advisors: Andrew Hui and Tushar Agarwal (Intel 
Corporation). 
"Wireless Breath-Analyzer With Key-Lock," Electrical Engineering. Presented by Jessica 
Herman, Patrick Hunt, Jeremy Okuda, and Steve Westdal. Industry Advisor: Andrew 
Hui (Intel Corporation). 
SESSION II 
Musical Performances - Hunt Recital Hall 
Faculty Sponsor: Michael Connolly 
Honors Recital: Ryan Leclaire, t rumpet; Isaac Rains, percussion; Bobby Ray, voice; Colin 
Rupp, guitar; AudreyVoon, voice; Kelliann Wright, voice. 
Presentation - Franz Hall 026 
Faculty Sponsor: Kathleen Regan 
"Starting Local Going Global: UP Foreign Languages Study Abroad Programs."The 
Foreign Languages Department, together w ith the Office of Study Abroad, offers 
exciting living and study experiences in Austria, Germany, France, Spain, Mexico and 
Latin America. Foreign Languages majors who have immersion fi rst-hand will share 
exciting stories of their experiences as global citizens. Presented by Kendra Chritz. 
Presentation - Franz Ha/1231 
Faculty Sponsors: Anissa Rogers.Andrew Guest.Jeff Smith 
"Self-Esteem and Homophobia in College Students."This research project is intended 
to gain insight into the relationship between a person's self-esteem and his/her level 
of homophobia. The goals are twofold: one, to contribute to the literature on self-
esteem levels and prejudice, and two, to specifically look at aspects of self-esteem in 
relationship with homophobia. The hypothesis is that there will be a negative rela-
tionship between self-esteem and the presence/intensity of homophobia. Presented 
by Gretchen Riehm. 
"Psychology Senior Theses." Senior thesis research presentations by Dustin Grote, 
Megan Kuensting, Sarah Peruzzaro, and Russ Wood. 
Presentation - Franz Ha/1217 
English Senior Capstone Papers 
Faculty Sponsor: Herman Asa mow 
Over the Cukoo's Nest: An original screenplay." Presented by Jennifer Luetkehans. 
"The Hunt for the Elusive Meaning: Problems of Deferred and Antithetical Definition 
in Nabokov's Lolita." Presented by Kevin Krohn. 
Presentation - Franz Ha/1214 
Faculty Sponsor:Ami Ahern-Rind ell 
Student Research Presentations. Presented by Patsy O'Brien, Rachel Prusynski, Kaylyn 
Devlin, Lacey Boren, Thuan Chau, Troy Coady, Malia Harrison 
"Verification of the Mutation in t he GLB1 Gene of Portuguese Water Dogs with GM1-
Gangliosidosis." Presented by Patsy O'Brien. 
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"The Characterization of B-Galactosidase in Ovine GM1-Gangliosidosis." Presented by 
Rachel Prusynski. 
"Optimization of an Enzymatic Assay for Lysosoma I Cathepsin A to Help Characterize 
a GM1-Gangliosidosis Sheep Model." Presented by Kaylyn Devlin. 
''.Analysis of Lysosome Size and Localization in Normal and GM1-affected Ovine 
Fibroblasts Using Fluorescence Microscopy." Presented by Lacey Boran, Thuan Chau, 
Troy Coady.and Malia Harrison. 
"Drainage Project in Guadelupe Carne, Honduras," Civil Engineering. Presented by 
Teddy Acuna,Jaci Hayden, Carla Norris, and Patrick Jurney. Sponsoring Organization: 
Engineers Without Borders. 
"Environmental Ethics," Civil Engineering. Presented by Jessica Hamilton and Jaci 
Hayden. 
"24-Hour Clock," Electrical Engineering. Presented by Evan McNichols, Brian Myles, 
and Joseph Oletti. Industry Advisor: Walt Harrison. 
"Network Visualization," Computer Science. Presented by William Dana,John Guptill, 
and Michael Dillon. Industry Advisors: Harland Financial Solutions. 
Presentation - Buckley Center Auditorium 
Faculty Sponsor: Diane Vines 
"South Africa."This presentation involves the sharing of community clinical experi-
ences working in South Africa in various community clinical settings. The presenter 
will discuss her experience with HIV/AIDs patients, other problems faced by the peo-
ple of South Africa, and the variety of healthcare systems. Presented by Cori Crosby. 
"The Haitian Project."The presenters describe their community clinical experience 
administering eye exams in Haiti through the Haitian Project at a school of 350 stu-
dent. The Haitian Project is a non-profit organization that aims to better the socioe-
conomic status of the Haitian people through education. The presenters will describe 
the school in terms of a social ecological model. Presented by Allison Frazeur and 
Margo Fultz. 
Presentation - Franz Hall 206 
Faculty Sponsors: Lara Trout, Nick McRee, Martin Monto 
"Defending Radical Feminism: Pornography, Oppression, and the Fight for Women's 
Equality." Presented by Tyler Bryan-Askay. 
"Definitions of Feminism and Self-identifying Feminists: How Do Men and Women at 
the University of Portland View Feminism as They Progress Through College?" 
Presented by Amber Rhodes. 
"Perceptions of Sexual Assault: Victim and Perpetrator Blame as a Function of Alcohol 
Intoxication." Presented by Devon Gross. 
"Experiences and Perceptions of Sexual Assault in a College Population." Presented by 
Malori Maloney. 
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Presentation - Franz 223 
Faculty Sponsors: Matt Baasten, Bob Duff 
'What Media Tells Us to Do."This panel will explore the media's influence on gender 
roles, "dating," and marriage. Presented by Adriana Zerio, Beth Elliott, Megan Smith, 
Angie Martin de Bustamante, and Kevin Lockwood. 
LU NCH - University Commons 
SCHOLARSHIP LUNCHEON-Chi/es center 
SESSION Ill 
Presentation - Franz Hall 006 
Faculty Sponsor:Ana Mross 
"Internship Opportunities in Foreign Languages." Students will share their experi-
ences using their foreign languages skills for exciting internship opportunities on 
campus, in the Portland area, and beyond. 
Presentation - Buckley Center Auditorium Lobby 
Faculty Sponsor: Larry Larsen 
"Visual Arts for Social Justice." In this semester the Fine Arts core (FA 207) was com-
bined with Social Justice Perspectives (SJP 200). This is a visual arts presentation 
created by 21 students, as one of the course's culminating projects, and which is 
designed to show how art can respond to, and comment on, social injustice and 
issues that impact our students. These are not art students, but rather, students 
using the visual arts as a means to express the human experience, as it plays out in 
connection with the inequalities of our community. 
Presentation - Franz Ha/1223 
Faculty Sponsors: Bob Duff, Matt Baasten 
"Dual-Career Marriages."This panel will examine the issues and challenges of dual-
career marriages. Join us in conversation on the advantages and challenges of dual-
career marriages. Presented by Josh Heath, Steve Westdal, and Kayla Jensen. 
Presentation - Franz Ha/1231 
Faculty Sponsors: Bob Duff, Matt Baasten 
"To Live Together or To Live Apart."This panel will analyze the pros and cons of cohab-
itation in today's society. Presented by Jessica Stacy, Lauren McCabe, Kendel Nelson, 
and Garrett Abbott. 
Presentation - Franz Ha/1214 
Faculty Sponsor: Barbara Breen 
"Soliton Annihilations in a One-Way Coupled Array." Although one-way coupling 
appears to violate Newton's laws, we realized a one-way-coupled medium by exter-
nally powering the coupling in an array of bistable elements. In such arrays, solitons 
spontaneously form. Frictional anomalies cause multiple solitons to collide and anni-
hilate in pairs. When there are an odd number of elements, a single soliton will prop-
agate continuously. In even arrays, quiescence is possible. Presented by Patrick M. 
Odenthal. 
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Chemistry- Franz Hall Floor 
"Visual Music Editor," Computer Science. Presented byTakeshi Horie, Paul Imel, 
Jonathan Loo, and Joseph Lyons. Industry Advisor: Flashlight Engineering. 
"Parkinson Tremor," Mechanical Engineering. Presented by Joe Broderick, Scott 
Hinnen, Patrick Jurney, Matt Leineweber, and Bobby Neeway. Industry Advisor:Jason 
Woebkenberg (Xerox Corporation). 
"Portland Aeronautics," Mechanical Engineering. Presented by Jeremy Fisher, Nathan 
Hagood, and Kyle Kirsch. Industry Advisor: Rian Johnson (Van's Aircraft). 
"Programmable Logic Solar Radiant Heating System," Mechanical and Electrical 
Engineering. Presented by Arturo Bimrose, Troy Heynderickx, and Jon Sakkas. Industry 
Advisors: Dana Troy (Glumac) and Jonathan Fant. 
"Digital Enigma Machine," Electrical Engineering. Presented by Aaron Challenner, 
Marc Smith.and Matthew Tongue. Industry Advisors: Mike DeSmith and Swetha 
Varadharajan (Intel Corporation). 
Presentation - Franz Hall 015 
Faculty Sponsor:Jon Down 
"Elevator Pitch." go-Second Elevator Pitch. Presented by Alex Moore, Elysse Egerman, 
Alex Kirk,Justin Durano,Jon Down.Andrew Dummer, Isaac Chakuma, Christian 
Acuna, Liana Louie, Tyler Tate, Mallory Phelan, Patrick Madigan, Jack Cullen, Doug 
Pederson, Chris Seus, Lara Bennett, Kevin Loomis, Andrew Hansen, Jacilyn Hayden, 
and Dillon Paul. 
Presentation - Franz Hall 206 
Senior Thesis Research: Impressions of Oregon History 
Faculty Sponsor: Elise Moentmann 
"Social Change Through the Lens of Carnegie Libraries." Presented by Jessie Labrie. 
"The Portland Black Panthers: Building the Local African-American Community from 
the Ground Up." Presented by Clayton Williams. 
"Prejudice and Tolerance: The Oregon Compulsory School Bill of 1922." Presented by 
Allison Pech. 
FOUNDERS DAY ENDS 
POSTER PRESENTATIONS 
"Investigating the Molecular Interactions Between Solute and Cosolvent Molecules in Supercritical Carbon Dioxide."We 
investigated the effect of adding acetonitrile to supercritical carbon dioxide (scCO2) in the presence of rhodamine B. The 
spectra that we collected reveal several trends that are indicative of the mechanical constraint on the acetonitrile. An 
increase in temperature causes the stretching modes to blue shift, whereas; an increase in the acetonitrile concentration 
causes the s.ime modes to red shift. An interesting effect that we did not anticipate is that the bending modes appear 
to be completely unaffected by either a change in temperature or cor.centration. Furthermore, the individual stretching 
modes of both acetonitrile and CO2 are shifted by a different amount, which may lend some insight into spatial orienta-
tion of the molecules in the cybotactic region. At these concentrations of acetonitrile in scCO2, we do not observe any 
difference in the spectra with the inclusion of rhodamine B. This is in direct contrast with the effect of rhodamine Bon 
the cosolvent that we reported in the literature for low concentrations (-0.001%) of acetonitrile. Apparently, acetonitrile 
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at a concentration of 0.5% in scCO2 behaves more like it would in the bulk phase than it does at much lower concentra-
tions. Presented by Jes E. Boyd, Justin D. Heser, and Steven G. Mayer. Faculty Sponsor: Steve Mayer. 
"Investigating CO2 Clathrate Structures using FT-IR and FT-Raman Spectroscopy."We were able to reproduce t he Raman 
spectra obtained by Sum, et al. (J. Phys. Chem. B 1997, 101, 7371-7377) of CO2 incorporated into clathrate hydrates and then 
use the identical conditions to collect infrared absorption.spectra of these structures. We found that the enclathrated 
CO2 exhibited rotational structure similar to gas phase CO2. Calculation of the rotational constant suggests t hat the 
CO2 freely rotates inside the clathrate. We predicted this phenomenon based on a suggestion by Consani and Pimentel 
in their paper on enclathrated C2D2 (J. Phys. Chem., 1987, 91, 289-293). Furthermore, we found that the infrared absorp-
tion spectra revealed that CO2 exists in several different environments that are highly dependent upon the concent ra-
tion of CO2 in H2O, the temperature, and the mixing time. Presented by Agatha Brzezinski, Kevin Mccann. Vincent 
Manning.Jennifer Brookes, Sarah Frei, Katie Wright. and Steve Mayer. Faculty Sponsor: Steve Mayer. 
"Investigating the Kinetics of SN2 Reactions Using FT-NMR Spectroscopy." Presented by Jennifer Brookes, Colin 
Cunningham, and Steve Mayer. Faculty Sponsor: Steve Mayer. 
"The Thermodynamics of Heat Sensitive Dyes." Presented by Mary Supinski, Kevin Mccann, Nerti la Bregaj. and Steve 
Mayer. Faculty Sponsor: Steve Mayer. 
"The Ro-vibrational Spectra of Prolate and Oblate Rotors." Presented by Kevin Mccann and Steve Mayer. Faculty Sponsor: 
Steve Mayer. 
"Taxanes: Not Just from Yew Tree Bark or Needles." Presented by Alex Samuels. Faculty Sponsor: Angela Hoffman. 
"Stress-induced Taxol Production by hnm 3a3-'' Presented by Robby Bruce and Josh Parks. Faculty Sponsor: Angela 
Hoffman. 
"Development of a New Green Undergraduate Laboratory Procedure for Syntheses of Dibromo and Bromoether 
Derivatives of Stilbene."The bromination of stilbene via generation of diatomic bromine is commonly used in under-
graduate organic chemistry laboratory curricula to illustrate key organic reaction mechanisms, such as sterioselectivity 
of additions across carbon-carbon double bonds. Conducting the procedure via in-situ generation of Br2 embraces the 
techniques of green chemistry. which promotes mild, environmentally safe laboratory procedures for undergraduates. 
One result of the bromination of stilbene by this procedure is the generation of an unregistered by-product, which we 
have sufficient spectroscopic data to suggest is a result of nucleophilic solvolysis of the bromonium ion intermediate. 
Our goal is to develop a new green synthesis by which we can preferentially select which nucleophile in solution will 
open the bromonium ion ring in the reaction intermediate (either Br- or ethanol), which would produce one of two 
desired products: 1-bromo-2-ethoxy-1,2-diphenylethane or 1,2-dibromo-1,2-diphenylethane. This will serve as a useful lab-
oratory experiment for future undergraduate students to illustrate essential principles of organic chemistry such as 
alkene reactivity, nucleophilic solvolysis and sterioselective addition reactions and mechanisms. Presented by Kendra 
Chritz. Faculty sponsor: Ronda Bard. 
"Attempted Formation of the •,B-Dianion of Propiophenone." Chemists have long welcomed the challenge of introducing 
multiple carbanionic sites (negatively charged carbons) on a given molecule. Early successes in generating dianions and 
trianions incorporated one negative charge per carbonyl bond of B-diketones and B-keto esters. Our work includes gen-
eration of ·.B-dianions of simple, monoketones with two negative charges per carbonyl bond. Such anions are predicted 
to be especially good nucleophiles; the two reactive sites w ill allow synthesis of more complicated carbon frameworks 
from a simple building block. The research reported here is a series of attempted deprotonations of the ketone, propio-
phenone. The ketone is treated with strong bases such as potassium hydride, butyllithium, and lithium diisopropyl 
amide to generate first the enolate anion and then the ·,B-dianion. The nucleophilic anions are trapped with methylat-
ing and silylating agents, and the product m ixtures are analyzed by proton NMR spectroscopy and gas chromatogra-
phy/mass spectrometry to determine extent of methylation or silylation at the diagnostic ·.B-sites. Presented by Joanna 
Farrell.Faculty Sponsor: Ronda Bard. 
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Communication Studies - Franz Hall Second Floor 
·cultural Identification: Voting Behavior and Ethnocentric Tendencies." Presented by Whitney Piper. Faculty Sponsor: Jeff 
Kerssen-Griep. 
"Let's Talk About It: Encouraging Dialogue about Race in the Classroom." Presented by Amanda Clifford. Faculty Sponsor: 
Jeff Kerssen-Griep. 
Performing and Fine Arts - Franz Hall Second Floor 
"A Costume Designer's Process: The Importance of Being Earnest.· Presented by Lily Raabe, Honors. Faculty Sponsor: Jill 
Hoddick. This exhibit displays the multi-faceted process that a costume designer goes through when designing a period 
play. 
-resting Religiosity's Impacts on Willingness to Communicate with Sexual Minority Members." Presented by Jenna 
Isakson. Faculty Sponsor: Jeff Kerssen-Griep. 
"Confronting Language Barriers: Helping Hispanics Learn to Navigate Mainstream U.S. Culture." Presented by Shin ju 
Flynn. Faculty Sponsor:Jeff Kerssen-Griep. 
"Celebrating Race in the Classroom: Utilizing Multicultural Education and Intergroup Contact to Combat Racial Threat in 
the Classroom." Presented by Dustin Grote. Faculty Sponsor: Jeff Kerssen-Griep. 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION - Franz Hall Lobby 
·what Role Does Gender Play in a Rural Oregon School.· Presented by Gregory Bevans. Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline 
Waggoner. 
"DIBELS as an Indicator of Reading Ability and Comprehension." Presented by Lisa Bohman. Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline 
Waggoner. 
·An Investigation of the Effectiveness of Reading Comprehension Strategies." Presented by Marianne Bradach. Faculty 
Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
·Multiple Intelligences in the Language Arts Classroom: Using Color and the Visual/Spatial Intelligence to Improve 
Reading Comprehension." Presented by Christeen Calhoun. Faculty Sponsor:Jacqueline Waggoner. 
·Gender's Role in the High School Chemistry Classroom: How Do We Keep Girls Interested in Science?" Presented by Mike 
Chesser. Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"The Effects of Infusing Music and literacy." Presented by Wendy Crozier. Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
·service-learning in the Classroom." Presented by Leslie Dillavou. Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Text Formatting and Math Achievement." Presented by Christy Dunn. Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
·Authentic versus Traditional Assessment." Presented by Allison Dworschak. Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Sing Me a Story: Using Music in the Elementary Classroom to Promote literacy." Presented by Emily Mann. Faculty 
Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
·Evaluating the Effectiveness of the Read Naturally Program's Strategies and Reader's Theater on Improving Oral Fluency 
and Comprehension." Presented by Emily Griffith. Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Differentiated Instruction: What is the Impact on Student Learning?" Presented by Brett Hay. Faculty Sponsor: 
Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Investigating the SIOP Model Effects on Kindergarten Students· Attitude Towards Learning." Presented by Mary Klum. 
Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
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"The Interplay between Technology and Nonfiction in a Third Grade Classroom:A Mixed-Method Study." Presented by 
Micah Kourafas. Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Therncitic Instruction ;ind Its Effect on Achievement and Student Attitude Toward School and Learning." Presented by 
Caroline Leedy. Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Army ROTC Peer Mentorsh ip - What Works? What is Transferrable?" Presented by Joseph Lonta i. Faculty Sponsor: 
Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Teaching Foreign Language through Experiential Learning and the Effect of Student Motivation." Presented by Morgan 
McGilchrist. Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"The Effects ofTwo Math Curriculums on Academic Achievement: Investigations of Number, Data, and Space and 
Connecting Math Concepts." Presented by Catherine McGowen. Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Effective Strategies for Teaching Literacy Independence: The Daily 5." Presented by Sabreena Newman. Faculty Sponsor: 
Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Implementing Instructional Immediacy in the Classroom Affect Levels of Self-efficacy in Second Graders." Presented by 
Stephanie Owen. Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Blue Nouns and Triangular Verbs: The Effect of Brain-Based Instructional Strategies on Foreign Language Acquisition." 
Presented by Catherine Pettit. Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Meaningful Learning Through Imagery in 10th Grade U.S. History." Presented by Jesse Putnam. Faculty Sponsor: 
Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Increasing Writing Skills and Improving Attitudes Toward Writing of Fifth Grade Boys." Presented by Corinne 
Rademacher. Faculty Sponsor:Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Squeeze the Gap: Advancing the Disadvantaged and Gifted Simultaneously." Presented by Colin Reis. Faculty Sponsor: 
Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Studying American Rights: How Well Do We Know Our Rights?" Presented by Neil Rininger. Faculty Sponsor:Jacqueline 
Waggoner. 
"Using a Graphic Organizer to Improve Underperforming/Special Education Student Outcome in the General Education 
Language Arts Classroom." Presented by Paula Stepankowsky. Faculty Sponsor:Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"The Use of Positive Reinforcement to Decrease Discipline Problems in the Classroom." Presented by Margaret Yeates. 
Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Improving Reading Comprehension Scores through the Study of Experimental Literature." Presented by Sarah Burgess. 
Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"The Effects of School-wide Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports." Presented by Grant Burgoyne. Faculty 
Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Multiple Modalities and the Link to Spelling Achievement." Presented by Kathrine England. Faculty Sponsor:Jacqueline 
Waggoner. 
"Investigations in Reading Comprehension: The Use of Balanced Literacy Instruction Combined with SIOPTeaching 
Strategies in a 5th Grade Classroom." Presented by Brianne Hartwig. Faculty Sponsor:Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"The Effects of Civic Education in Social Studies Classes." Presented by Paul McCarthy. Faculty Sponsor:Jacqueline 
Waggoner. 
"Writing Workshops: Differentiation without Ability Grouping." Presented by Jacqueline Motzer. Faculty Sponsor: 
Jacqueline Waggoner. 
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"Evaluating Teacher's Evaluations: Can Teacher Input Improve Practices?" Presented by Marleen Carroll. Faculty Sponsor: 
Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Communication in Learning Mathematics to Improve Confidence." Presented by Erik Chantiny. Faculty Sponsor: 
Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"The Use of Supplemental literacy Strategies to Improve Imaginative Writing Scores in a Fourth Grade Classroom." 
Presented by Susannah Maynard. Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Discovering Out Loud: The Effect of literacy and Language Acquisition Instructional Strategies on Science Learning 
among 3rd Gr. English Language Lea." Presented by Annie Roach. Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Creating a Visual Classroom: Strategies for Developing Meaning through Visual Teaching." Presented by Norman 
Stremming. Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Integrating Art throughout the Curriculum." Presented by Angela Lachmann. Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"The Use of Bullying Education Programs to Lower Bullying Related Behavior Referrals Amongst Fourth Grade Students." 
Presented by Melinda Lary. Faculty Sponsor:Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Schemes of Multiple Intelligences in the Science Classrooms." Presented by Craig Meyers. Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline 
Waggoner. 
"Anti-Nerd Stereotyping: Effects on Math and Science Performance of High School Students." Presented by Susan 
Rosenbaum. Faculty Sponsor: Jacqueline Waggoner. 
"Reading to Learn: The Effects of Active Reading on Reading Comprehension and Motivation to Read." Presented by 
Joshua Weinman. Faculty Sponsor:Jacqueline Waggoner. 
SCHOOL OF NURSING - Buckley Center Auditorium Lobby 
''.Alcohol and Its Effect on You." Presented by Erica Schiess and Shannon McDonnell. Faculty Sponsor: Diane Vines. 
"Transition Projects, Inc." Presented by Hillary Roberts and Amelia Wieber. Faculty Sponsor: Diane Vines. 
"Multnomah County ADAPT Program." Presented by Jackie Dargitz. Faculty Sponsor: Diane Vines. 
"Power Up with Breakfast." Presented by Jennifer Lorenzen and Wendy McNair. Faculty Sponsor: Diane Vines. 
"Basic Personal Hygiene Teaching Tool." Presented by Sarah Leoma and Courtney Rockstad. Faculty Sponsor: Diane Vines. 
"Transitions Projects/Diabetes Assista nee." Presented by Randy Arellano, Nie Hall, and Meg Sherwood. Faculty Sponsor: 
Diane Vines. 
"Blanchet House." Presented by Amanda Myers and Laura Zegar. Faculty Sponsor: Diane Vines. 
"Lunch Jones at Jefferson High School." Presented by Kristina Ganger and Loe Nguyen. Faculty Sponsor: Diane Vines. 
"McDonald Center." Presented by Etta Kol pin and Michael Michalski. Faculty Sponsor: Diane Vines. 
"The Elderly:AVulnerable Population." Presented by Danni Kuske and Angela Madamombe-McCoy. Faculty Sponsor: 
Diane Vines. 
"Blanchet House of Hospitality." Presented by Martha Recht and Rachel Lomax. Faculty Sponsor: Diane Vines. 
"When Bed Bugs Bite." Presented by Grete Lenz and Singe O'Halloran. Faculty Sponsor: Diane Vines. 
"UP Water Quality." Presented by Maren Gailey, Nana Toyokura, Laura Zea gar, and Krista Clark. Faculty Sponsor: Diane 
Vines. 
"Hillsboro Head Start." Presented by Megan Lowry and Stephanie Long. Faculty Sponsor: Diane Vines. 
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